Design
LEFT AND BELOW, THE
INTERIORS FEATURE LIMED
SYCAMORE WALLS WITH
TINEO DETAILS AND GUNMETAL
BRONZE ACCENTS
BOTTOM, THE 'BEACH CLUB',
WITH ACCESS TO THE
SWIMMING PLATFORM

A modern yacht is the equivalent of the
grand country seat of centuries past

In many respects, a modern yacht is the equivalent
of the grand country seat of centuries past, a blank
slate upon which the cultural obsessions of the age
can be explored through outstanding craftsmanship.
'These clients are typically international, with multiple
homes, are established collectors and have much
more knowledge about design. They are sophisticated,
with a taste level to match,' Salvagni says. To make a
modern yacht a coherent showcase of form and content
requires exceptional curatorial skills, not just the ability
to give it shape and get the most from materials.
The design and construction of'Aurora' was a three
year process, and the boat's owners are now taking
in a Mediterranean summer before heading off to
winter in the Caribbean. No country estate ever had
such flexibility - nor would it have had a mechanically
extending rear 'beach club', designed to sit flush with
the water for easy bathing access. Despite the barrage
of tech on display - including a recessed gym, a sauna,
a cinema and a wine cellar - Salvagni is keen to stress
the importance ofhaving a wood-lined interior, both
as a nod to traditional yacht design and to display the
craftsmanship that might otherwise be hidden under
modem materials. Those fluid lines posed a challenge
for the woodwork and the marble, but time and energy
were lavished on this project until it was just right.
Understandably, the shipyard itself relished such
attention to detail. 'Achille has a high profile not only
for his vision but also because of his way of designing
everything; says Federico Rossi, Rossinavi's COO.
'The design .is still functional and everything is in
harmony with our full custom-building philosophy!
Salvagni's hard work has taken to the waves in a
remarkable demonstration of coherence and style.*
salvagniarchiterci.net; rossinavi.it
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